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The American Citizen
Published in order that Fascism may not become necessary to prevent Communism becoming a reality.
Vol. II, No. 16

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, SEPTEMBER 12, 1936

203 Published Twice Monthly

red hand in murder plot?
LEWIS LEADS
MILLION OUT
OF A. F. OF L.

The Red Shadow Spreading

OW the red hand of communism will stop at nothing
even deliberately planned and hired murder—in its effort
to gain control of legitimate labor organizations as a
preliminary move in the moscovite program to wreck the
country, is being illustrated in Oakland, California, where
three accredited Communists and two of their dupes are under
indictment for the red-plot slaying of a ship’s officer who
opposed their activities.
Four of the defendants were arraigned on charges of
first degree murder in the superior court of Alameda county on
Wednesday, September 10, and a search is being continued
for the fifth, believed to have fled to Russia with the aid of
Communist comrades in America.

H

LAYING, directly into the
hands of the communists in
their efforts to disrupt the
American Federation of Labor
and foment further labor
troubles in this country on a
wholesale scale, John L. Lewis,
chairman of the Committee for
Industrial Organization, on
September 4 led an estimated
1,118,100 workers of ten power
ful international unions out of
the A. F. of L.

P

This first definite split in the
ranks of organized labor in 50 years
reduces the membership of the
A. F. of L. to about 2,000,000—the
lowest figure since 1916.
On August 5 the executive coun
cil of the Federation had given the
C. I. O. 30 days to disband or face
expulsion.
Lewis declared that his organiza
tion would not attempt to compete
with the Federation in industries
where the latter is already attempt
ing to organize workers, but would
concentrate on forming into one big
union the workers in such mass pro
duction industries as steel and
rubber. “We are concerned only *
with organizing unorganized work
ers,” he said. “We are not going to
disturb the craft unions.”
William Green, president of the
A. F. of L., issued the Federation’s
declaration of war in a formal state
ment, saying the Federation would
“carry on aggressive organizing
work in all fields and among those
employed in all industries,” empha
sizing the “all.”
The unions Lewis led out of the
A. F. of L. are his own Mine Work
ers, the Ladies’ Garment Workers,
the Amalgamated Clothing Work
ers, the United Auto Workers, the
United Textile Workers, the Oil and
Refinery Workers, the United Rub
ber Workers, the Flat Glass Work
ers, Mine, Steel and Smelter Work
ers, and the Iron, Steel and Tin
Workers.
Three other A. F. of L. unions are
represented on the C. I. O. but were
not affected by the suspension order.
They are the Typographical Work
ers, the Millinery Workers, and the
Newspaper Guild.

British Labor
Shuns Red
Scheming
HE BRITISH Trades’ Union
Congress, in session at Ply
mouth, England, on Sept. 10,
pudiated a Communist attempt to
call upon the government to aban
don its neutrality stand in the Span
ish civil war. Delegates represent
ing 3,098,000 members voted for
resolutions endorsing the govern
ment’s position and they were op
posed by delegates representing 51,000 members.
The congress defeated an amend
ment urging arms be supplied the
Madrid government, but voted the
sympathy of British labor with the
struggle to subdue the insurrection.

T

YOU REALIZE — ?
THAT Moscow maintains sections
of over 38 Internationals of
communist, atheist, pacifist
and revolutionary action in the
United States*

Confessions Point to
Red Reprisals in
' Ship Slaying

RUSSIA DISCLOSED AS RED TREASURY
NDISPUTABLE evidence points to the fact red activities, in Ma

which now completely dominate the socalled "radical-social
Iistdrid,” government,
were financed from Moscow.
The International Correspondence, French edition of the official
organ of the Moscow Comintern, of February 8, 1936, says the sum
of 1,000,000 francs was transferred from Moscow to France and Bel
gium for Spanish Communist refugees in those countries. These
have now returned to fight for Red Spain.
The German Communist organ, the Rundschau, of Basle, Switzer
land, asserted on December 26, 1934, that the central committee of
International Red Relief in Moscow had levied a tax of 3,000,000
francs upon workers of the U. S. S. R., to support Spanish red
leaders in France. These also have returned to Spain to fight for
communism.
Trabajo, a Spanish Communist publication, of January 1, 1936,
published the statement that the Comintern of Moscow had sent 2,000,000 pesetas to Spain for red relief.
The December 30, 1934, issue of Za Industrialization, an official
Soviet organ, made the statement 1,500,000 pesetas had been sent
from Moscow to Spain.
Add to these proofs the Moscow-instigated “collections” that are
being taken up everywhere—even right here in California by reds
and extreme radicals to finance the Spanish Communists and it must
be clear to the dullest mind that the threat to the democratic insti
tutions of the world comes from SOVIET RUSSIA.

Red Agitation Halts
3500 Workers in
Lettuce Sheds

ADICAL AGITATION, reported planned by communist
district headquarters in San Francisco several months ago,
has succeeded in calling out some 3500 workers in the let
tuce packing sheds in the Salinas-Watsonville district, the
re
largest producing area in the United States with an annual har
vest of lettuce valued at $11,000,000. The shut-down was com
plete as this issue goes to press, with indications of a bitter
struggle ahead.

R

An agreement under which the
3500 men and women employed in
70 plants have worked during the
past year expired September 4. The
day before the Grower-Shipper
Association submitted a new agree
ment offering wage increases of 5
cents an hour for all workers. The
demand of the Fruit and Vegetable
Workers’ Union, recently organized
by radical agitators as a part of the
communist program, for a “closed
shop” and all workers to be sent
from a hiring hall controlled by the
union, was flatly refused by the em

ployers. Following the strike vote,
1978 to 121 for the walk-out, none
of the major plants attempted to
operate. The main harvest is due
in about' ten days.
Though Mickey Shevlin, presi
dent, and Frances Sim, secretary of
the union, declared that the union’s
action was not a strike, but a lock
out by the employers, almost im
mediately
“strike
headquarters”
were opened on the highway about
a mile south of Salinas and “Strike
Bulletin No. 1,” evidently prepared
in advance, was distributed to all
members of the union.

Labor Movement Threatened
The confessions of two of the plotters and the statements
of two others, said to have been accessories after the fact,
bring to light the details of a conspiracy which has amazed
and disgusted those who have heretofore had little or no
knowledge of the practical workings of communism in this
country, and have served to awaken the hundreds of thou
sands of conservative, law-abiding working men to a realiza
tion of the danger that threatens them and their labor or
ganizations.
“Fink” Pays With Life
Almost unbelievable are the details given by the confes
sions and statements in the possession of the authorities as to
how and why the victim, father of three children, was hacked
to death because, in the words of the asserted chief con
spirator, he was a “fink,” a radical term for anyone who
opposes their views.
The case has been branded by Earl Warren, district
attorney of Alameda county, and his assistants and the in
vestigators who worked upon it, as a Communist plot, engi
neered and executed to remove one man who was particularly
outspoken in his opposition to radicalism in all its forms and
to bring discredit upon the organized labor movement.
Victim Was Anti-Communistic
The murder was that of George W. Alberts of San Jose, chief
engineer on the Swayne & Hoyt freighter Point Lobos, who
was knifed and beaten to death in his cabin on the ship as it
lay moored at the Encinal Terminal in Alameda on Sunday,
March 22 last. Alberts was found stabbed five times, four
wounds having been inflicted with a thin blade and the other
with a broad-bladed dagger, and the condition of his cabin upon
discovery of the body indicated that there had been a terrific
struggle. A trail of blood leading from the cabin to the rail of
the ship indicated that the weapons had been thrown into the
estuary. An inquest at which members of the crew aboard at
the time were called to testify proved fruitless; all protested
that they had seen and heard nothing.
Alberts was known to have been outspoken, both aboard ship
and ashore, against communism and radicalism of all kinds, and
had frequently had trouble with members of the engine-room
crews under his command engaged in agitation on the ship.
He was known to have incurred the enmity of Communists and
radical members of the waterfront labor movement, both per
sonally and as a matter of party policy, and had frequently been
threatened.
Accused As Plotters
Under indictment by the for the Marine Firemen’s
Alameda county grand jury and union, who is charged with
held to answer on charges, of having conspired with King
and taken the slayers to the
first degree murder without
scene
of the murder, also re
bail for trial are:
ferred to as a Communist.
Earl King, secretary-treas
George Wallace, alias George
urer of the Marine Firemen, White, 32, a marine fireman
Oilers, Watertenders and Wip and member of the union’s
ers’ Association of the Pacific, “beef squad,” who has con
a bosom friend of Harry fessed to having gone aboard
Bridges, alien head of the the Point Lobos to “work on*
Longshoremen on the Coast, Alberts.
and branded a Communist by
Frank J. Conner, oiler on the
Wallace and Murphy.
Point Lobos and “ship’s dele*
E. H. Ramsey, “patrolman”
(Continued to Page 2)
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RED HAND SEEN
IN MURDER
ON SHIP
(Continued from Page 1)

Keep The Issue Clear
EPUTABLE labor repudiates murder as a means of set
tling industrial disputes. Only Communists and Anarch
ists preach the overthrow of governments and economic
systems by violence and bloodshed.
The disclosures in connection with the killing of a ship engin
eer in Alameda County are no indictment of the labor move
ment, but, without assuming the guilt of the men accused, they
do form a glaring expose of the tactics of men who sometimes
masquerade as labor leaders. Every type of premeditated vio
lence committed by this false leadership is a blow at union
labor—and the great mass of men who carry union cards know
it.
The Alberts murder, according to the published confessions,
had no connection with any labor dispute. The slight contro
versy that presumably precipitated it had been settled amicably
the day before. District Attorney Warren has declared his
opinion that the case is one “against certain murderous and
racketeering individuals” and has definitely connected it with
the Communist campaign to disrupt union labor.
The attempt of the publicity committee of the I. L. A. to con
fuse a murder case with politics and labor relations under the
old cry of “frame-up” seems incredible, and it can only be in
ferred that the members of this committee are Reds and are
working under the red program. None of the accused are mem
bers of the I. L A., and honest longshoremen will unequivocal
ly repudiate this wholly gratuitous attempt to drag the name
of their organization into a murder case.

R

One More Skirmish
HEN an employer signs a “closed shop” agreement,
binds himself to hire only members of a union, and
abides by all the union rules as to hours, wages and
working conditions, he should at least be accorded the privilege
of selecting his employees from the union’s list of members.
Just because the Dollar Steamship Co. refused to employ a
certain seaman whom radical leaders in the local Sailors’ union
wished to force upon it, the palatial round-the-world liner
President Hoover was held up, with 471 passengers and a load
of oriental mail aboard, for six days at its dock in San Fran
cisco, at a cost of nearly $10,000 a day to the company—and at
a cost to the union of an incalculable amount of public sym
pathy.
Unlicensed seafaring men “sign on” for one voyage at a time.
One round-trip contract completed does not entitle a seaman
to a life tenure of a job. Whether a shipping company or a
ship’s master has a good reason for not wishing to re-employ
a seaman is beside the point. However, much radical union
leaders attempt to becloud the issue, the fact remains that the
time-honored laws of the sea demand that a ship captain be al
lowed to use his own judgment as to the men he wishes to sail
under him.
The recent strike of the deck crew aboard the Hoover has all
the ear-marks of being just one more skirmish in the Commun
ist campaign to seize complete control of the shipping industry.

W

Creating Labor Strife
HE PRESENT strike of lettuce pickers in the SalinasWatsonville area, with a loss of at least $75,000 a day to
the shippers and almost an equal amount to the workers,
can be laid directly at the door of the Communist Party.
For months the red agitators have been working in the dis
trict with the hope of forcing a strike on September 1. They
have been concentrating their efforts on the field workers and
packers in the Watsonville and Moss Landing districts. They
passed out word that there was going to be a strike and that
tire Filipinos and Mexicans would have no chance to work un
less they joined the so-called union. They were told that they
did not have to be employed in the fields or packing houses
to join the union. All they had to do was sign up as union mem
bers, then, when , the strike was called, they would be hired as
pickets and the Communist Party would raise money for their
support and employ attorneys to defend them should they hap
pen to be arrested.
When the strike was called the subtle hand of the red agita
tors was apparent. The union made no demands for hours,
wages or working conditions. All it asked was an air-tight
“closed shop” agreement, which the employers refused to sign.
The strike was completely organized and picket squads as
signed even before the strike vote was taken—all apparently
quite according to the District Buro’s plan.

T
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gate” for the union, who con
fessed he was the “finger man”
who pointed out Alberts to the
killers.
Still a fugitive and believed
to have escaped to Russia on a
forged passport supplied by
American Communists, the fifth
man under indictment is Ben
Sackowitz
or
Sackowitch,known to his associates as
“Wimpy,” who was named by
Wallace in his confession as the
man who actually did Alberts
to death. Sackowitz is described
as dark, six feet tall and
weighing in the neighborhood
of 200 pounds.
Implicated
A. M. Murphy, assistant to King
as secretary of the union, who has
confessed that he aided Wallace to
escape from San Francisco by put
ting Wallace in touch with local
Communist leaders and advancing
him funds.
Matthew Guidera, secretary of the
Marine Cooks and Stewards’ union,
room-mate of Murphy, who learned
of the plot and, after attempting to
hold his knowledge over King’s
head as a threat, disclosed it to the
authorities.
Lawrence Ross, Communist or
ganizer in California, editor of
Western Worker, official Commu
nist' paper on the Coast, and Com
munist Party candidate for Con
gress, accused by Wallace and
Murphy of having had knowledge of*
the plot and of aiding Wallace to
escape.
George Wolff, Communist secre
tary of the Ship Scalers’ union, who
is reported to have put Wallace in
touch with Ross and other Com
munists to aid in his escape.
Martin Garnier, New York Com
munist and official of the Long
shoremen’s union, to whom Wallace
declares he was sent for aid in
escaping to Russia.
J. E. Ferguson, an official of the
Firemen’s union in Portland, whom
Wallace met and consulted during
his flight about the country.
Hughie O’Neill, another official of
the Marine Firemen’s union, whom
Wallace says advanced funds to aid
him In his escape.
Several unnamed seamen who
Wallace declares aided him and
Sackowitz in cornering Alberts on
the ship, several unnamed Com
munists who were mentioned in
Wallace’s confession as having con
ferred with him on ways and means
of escape to Russia, and several un
named waterfront agitators whom
the authorities believe had guilty
knowledge of the murder plot, both
before and after its execution.

Not Labor Case
King, Ramsey, Wallace and Con
ner are in custody awaiting trial.
Sackowitz is at liberty and is be
lieved to have fled the country.
Murphy and Guidera, who have
made complete confessions, or state
ments, were not indicted nor under
arrest, but are being held in virtual
custody to protect them from re
prisals by radicals. Ross has not
been charged with conspiracy as an
accessory after the fact but has been
questioned by the authorities. Wolff
and the others have not' been dis
turbed.
District Attorney Warren and
Ralph Hoyt, his chief assistant, and
the officers who conducted the in
vestigation have been emphatic ever
since the case “broke,” in declaring
that it is not a labor case.

Public Astounded

OUR CONSTITUTION
This is the twelfth of a series of articles which will run in each
issue for several months, discussing the Constitution of the United
States and published in the hope that more Americans will arrive
at a better understanding of that truly immortal document.

THE TAXING POWER
Article I, Section 8—“The Congress shall have power to
lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises, to pay the
debts and provide for the common defense and general wel
fare of the United States; but all duties, imposts and excises
shall be uniform throughout the United States.”
GENERAL power is given to
Congress to lay and collect
taxes of every kind and nature
without restraint, except on exports,
but two rules are prescribed for
their government, uniformity and
apportionment. Three kinds of
taxes, duties, imposts and exercises,
are covered by the first rule, and
capitation or other direct taxes by
the second rule.
“A government ought to contain
in itself every power requisite to the
full accomplishment of the objects
committed to its care,” said Hamil
ton in The Federalist, No. XXXI,
“and to the complete execution of
the trusts for which it is respons
ible, free from every other control
but a regard to the public good and
to the sense of the people. As the
duties of superintending the national
defense and of securing the public
peace against foreign or domestic
violence involve a provision for
casualties and dangers to which no
possible limits can be assigned, the
power of making that provision
ought to know no other bounds
than the exigencies of the nation
and the resources of the community.
As revenue is the essential engine
by which the means of answering
the national exigencies must be
procured, the power of procuring
that article in its fullest extent must
necessarily be comprehended in that
of providing for those exigencies.
As theory and practice conspire to
prove that the power of procuring
revenue is unavailing when exer
cised over the states in their collec
tive capacities, the federal govern
ment must of necessity be invested
with an unqualified power of taxa
tion in the ordinary modes.”
All means necessary fo be exer
cised for the legitimate purpose of
levying and collecting taxes may be

employed to that end. While there
is no specific grant in the Constitu
tion of power to devise means of
1
collecting taxes lawfully imposed,
* as in many other cases, it is left
to the wisdom of Congress to pre
scribe the mode, manner and means
of levying and collecting them.
Under the power to levy and col
lect taxes, Congress has also the
power to distrain property, both real
and personal, for the payment of
taxes and to sell it when necessary
to enforce payment.
The word “taxes” in its most ex
tended sense may include all con
tributions imposed by the govern
ment, of whatever kind or descrip
tion and whether against persons or
property, but the clause uses the
word “tax” apparently in its more
confined sense as distinguished from
duties and imposts.
The words “duties, imposts and
excises” were used comprehensively
to cover customs and excise duties
imposed on importation, consump
tion, manufacture and sale of certain
commodities,
privileges,
partic
ular business transactions, voca
tions, occupations, and the like.
“Duties” have been defined in
Supreme Court decisions as “things
due and recoverable by law.” The
term in its widest significance is
hardly less comprehensive than
“taxes.” It is applied, in its most
restricted meaning, to customs, and
in this sense is nearly synonymous
with “imposts.”
“Impost” is a duty on imported
goods and merchandise, specifically,
but in a larger sense is any tax or
imposition.
“Excise is defined to be an inland
imposition, sometimes upon the
consumption of a commodity and
sometimes on the retail sale, some
times on the manufacturer and
sometimes on the vendor.

their efforts on the waterfront and
maritime unions. The story follows:
Alberts, who left a widow and
three children, had long been booked
by the communists and their radical
allies as an enemy and one who
should either be shut up or dis
posed of. The occasion presented
itself last March, when Alberts, as
chief engineer of the Point Lobos,
discharged one Edwin C. Widmer,
one of the firemen under his com
mand and a notorious red agitator,
as the ship was tied up at the How
ard Terminal in Oakland.

King called Wallace and Sackowitz
in and informed them he wanted
them to go with Ramsey to “do a
job.” Wallace says he demurred but

A

Red Agitator Fired
Warren believes that Widmer
was fired because of his apparent
communistic activities aboard the
vessel and this belief is founded on
that fact that when he was arrested
in Portland on March 27, five days
after the murder, as the first sus
pect in the case, Portland police
found a whole suitcase full of inflamatory red literature in his pos
session. Subsequent investigation
cleared Widmer of the slaying, but
Warren asserts the four amazing
confessions he has obtained make
it plain that Alberts, in forcing an
asserted red agitator off the ship,
drew the murderous reprisal of
communists who put him there.

“Work-Out" Frustrated

Ramsey, Wallace, Sackowitz and
another member of the union whom
Wallace said he did not know took
the ferry to Oakland and went to
the Howard Terminal, where the
Point Lobos was docked. Ramsey
•went aboard the boat and discussed
the dispute with Alberts, returning
to the dock. “There were several
stevedores there and Ramsey con
“Had Tough Guy"
On March 21, the day Widmer tacted them, saying ‘There might be
was fired, he had a dispute with some trouble; we might want their
Alberts about the amount of over help’,” said Wallace.
Ramsey met Conner on the ship
time pay due him, and reported the
dispute to Conner, an oiler, who was and remarked to him, according to
the union’s “delegate” on the ship. Conner’s confession, “This fellow
Conner telephoned to King and re Alberts is too tough. We’ll have to
ported the controversy and asked stop him. I have some of the boys
King to send a “patrolman”—a here to work on him.”
Three times Ramsey boarded the
representative of the secretary—
over to Oakland to straighten boat from the dock but was unable
to persuade Alberts to leave the
things out.
“King gave me hell and asked me ship, so the “beef squad” waited
why I couldn’t take care of this around on the dock until the engin
tough guy Alberts on my own side eer finally left, dressed for shore
of the bay,” Conner said in his con leave. Even then the “working
fession. “I told him I didn’t want over” had to be postponed, because
to go in for any rough stuff, but Alberts was accompanied by an
that I intended to start something other man and the two got directly
moving. King said he would send into the other’s automobile. Sacko

HE NARRATIVE of the
crime, as pieced together from
the confessions of Wallace and Con
ner and the statements of Murphy
and Guidera, as well as the press
reports of statements by Warren,
Hoyt and other members of the dis
trict attorney’s staff, is one that
has astounded the general public,
witz approached the car and was
not acquainted with the methods of Ramsey over.”
At the union headquarters, 58 about to drag Alberts out when
the radicals who are attempting to
disrupt organized labor and who at Commercial street, San Francisco, an Oakland policeman in uniform

T

T STRIKES us as peculiar that Communists continue to do
so much ranting about “freedom of speech,” something that
has never been denied them in this country, which is un
known in communistic Russia and which the Communists
themselves would immediately abolish if enough of them ever
got to Washington.
the present time are concentrating according to Wallace’s confession,

I

was warned by Ramsey and Sacko
witz that he “had just better go.”
“We went into Earl King’s
office,” Wallace is reported to have
confessed, “and there, in the pres
ence of Ramsey and Sackowitz,
King said Alberts was a ‘fink’ con
nected with some company union
and ‘We’ve got to do something
about it’.”
“There was some discussion of
an automobile and King handed
Ramsey some money for expenses
—several bills. Ramsey asked me,
‘Have you got anything with you?’
I said, ‘No.’ Ramsey said, ‘You’d
better get something.’ And someone
gave me a piece of hard rubber ink
roller, about 18 inches long and 2
inches in diameter.”

(Continued to Page 3)
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Communist Reprisals Hinted in
Confessions in Murder of
Ship’s Engineer
(Continued from Page 2)
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OFFICIAL RED COMMENT
We know that our readers would like to have news right from
headquarters rather than second-hand information. This column
will give COMMUNIST COMMENT from COMMUNIST
HEADQUARTERS every issue.
—THE EDITOR.

Extracts from the Rules and By-Laws of the Communist

came along and the car drove away. kill him if he does,” Wallace is said This man, later identified as Hughie Party of U. S. A., as printed in the Membership Book which
O’Neill, put him up at hotel at each member of the Party carries.
“Sackowitz said he didn’t want to have threatened.
to pull it while the cop was there,”
Wallace stayed with Murphy that California and Stockton streets
said Wallace, “Ramsey said we had night and the next' day, “knowing where he stayed a week, supplying
99
better separate and Sackowitz said, that King was a Communist and him with money from time to time, a
‘If we don’t get the -— here, we’ll believing that he would want him and finally, after a conference of
get him in Portland’.”
The basic unit of the Communist leus buro, is to be elected at the
to do so,” Murphy contacted George Communists in the hotel room,
The “beef squad” separated and Wolff, Communist secretary of the brought him $50 and told him to go Party organization is the nucleus in membership meeting of the nucleus,
returned to San Francisco. During Ship Scaler’s union, who told him to El Paso and cross the border
the place of employment (factories, and is to consist of three to five
the night the Point Lobos was to get in touch with Ross, Com into Mexico. In Mexico City he was
members, depending upon the size
moved from the Howard Terminal munist organizer, editor of Western to contact certain people and they workshops, mines, ship, offices, of the nucleus. The nucleus buro
stores, agricultural enterprises, etc.) shall be elected for a period of six
in Oakland to the Encinal Terminal Worker and Communist candidate would tell him what to do next.
in Alameda. •
Wallace says he took a freight which unites all the Party members months, and is to make a complete
for Congress.
report* on its work to the full meet
train to El Paso but found he could employed in the given enterprise.
Second Attempt
Consults Red Leader
The shop nucleus consists of at ing of the nucleus at least twice
not cross into Mexico without a
The next morning, over his ob
That night, according to the con passport or 200 pesos, besides his least three members. Newly or during this period.
jections, Wallace said, Sackowitz fessions of Wallace and Murphy, fare, so he went to Brownsville, ganized nuclei must be endorsed by
The nucleus buro meets weekly,
and the sailor who had accompanied they met Ross at Haight and Mar Texas, and got work on the docks. the leading committee of the sec plans the activities for the nucleus
them the preceding day induced him ket streets and went with him to a It was while awaiting word from tion in which the nuclei are or for the given week, and assigns
to go across the bay again. Ramsey nearby beer parlor, where Wallace King there, he says, that he was ganized.
tasks to all nucleus members for a
did not go; it was his Sunday to told Ross the entire story and asked arrested and returned to Oakland.
Party members who cannot be week. The nucleus buro draws up a
act as dispatcher.
his aid in getting out of the country.
long to a shop nucleus because of plan of work for the nucleus, which
“Sackowitz and this sailor friend Ross told Wallace he should go to
their profession (professionals, is discussed and adopted by the
Four Confessions
said they were going over to do the the Soviet Union or to Mexico, told
For months the investigating housewives, etc.) or who cannot be members of the nucleus, outlining
job, that they were going to get Murphy to supply him with expense officers had been following Wallace immediately affiliated to a shop nuc the tasks of the nucleus in the given
that ----- ,” says Wallace. “I said I money and a “phoney” membership about the country and searching leus shall join temporarily the street factory or territory. The nucleus
didn’t want to go, that I’d had book in the name of George White, for Sackowitz, District Attorney nucleus in the section of the city buro makes decisions that are bind
plenty of trouble already. They in showing dues paid in advance, and Warren has admitted, and his op in which they reside or work, until ing on the individual members of
sisted and I said I’d come along. send him to the East Coast. Wal eratives have been keeping King, it shall be possible to organize a the nucleus, but which are subject
The three of us took the ferry to lace, under the name of White, was Murphy, Ramsey and others under shop nucleus in the factory.
to review by the membership meet
Alameda.
to communicate with Murphy, un surveillance, awaiting Wallace’s ar
The nucleus is the organization ing of the nucleus.
“In Alameda Sackowitz said we’d der the name of Albert Diekman, rest so that they could scoop all the through which the Party is closely
The nucleus buro elects an or
need some help. He went to the in care of the Anchor Chain Safe alleged plotters in at once without connected with the toiling masses in ganizer (political leader) and di
ship Arctic, owned by the Alaska Deposit Investment Co. Ross told disclosing their case. They kept the place where they work, in the vides the work of the buro (agit
Packers, and got a couple of sea Wallace to let Murphy know where track of Conner until he was finally place where they live, with the poor prop, financial, Daily Worker, litera
men or firemen. He led the group he would be on or about July 2 so arrested in Seattle, and ran to earth farmers, and national minorities ture, etc.). The organizer of the nuc
some distance from the ship, to see that Ross could get him on a ship dozens of other clews, many of them (Negroes and colonial peoples) for leus must be an active Party mem
the ship delegate.” Wallace de bound for Russia.
the organization of the struggle of ber of not less than six months, and
fruitless.
the masses.
scribed the conference and Sacko
must be approved by the highest
Resumes
Travels
Several
peculiar
incidents
marked
witz’ plans for waylaying Alberts.
The leading committee of the nuc- committee (section committee).
Before
Wallace
left
San
Fran

the
solving
of
the
case.
When
Con

Conner went back aboard and the
others loitered on the dock until cisco he told Murphy he wanted to ner was arrested in Seattle one had created fictitious characters,
Alberts boarded the ship about 11 see Ramsey and Murphy took Ram Harry Carlson surrendered to the such as the unknown sailor friend and both were released on $1000
bail each.
sey to the hotel where Wallace was police there as the “actual slayer
o’clock.
staying. “Ramsey almost fainted of Alberts,” but after sobering up of Sackowitz and the two men from
“Frame-Up” Charged
The Slaying
when he saw Wallace,” Murphy Carlson admitted that he thought the Arctic, to make his own part in
As usual, no sooner had King,
the
killing
“
look
better.
”
Conner
in
says,
“
but
they
sat
there
for
some
that
by
confessing
he
“
might
be
“Sackowitz and his sailor friend
Murphy and Ramsey been taken
took position in the “fiddley” (a time and discussed the details of able to help his friend King.” Carl his confession said that Wallace and into custody and the story “broke”
Sackowitz
were
the
only
strangers
passageway above the engines the case. Wallace wanted Ramsey son actually was at sea on another
in the newspapers, than the radical
amidships) and told me to take a to get him some money but Ram vessel when the slaying occurred. who came aboard the Point Lobos leaders among the waterfront
before
the
murder
was
reported.
sey
declined.
The
next
day
I
gave
position at the other end of the
Warren now has four confessions
workers rushed into print with the
fiddley. The two men from the Wallace $9 and got his clothes out —all of them picturing the murder
cry of “frame-up.”
King
In
Hoax
Case
Arctic took a position on the other of storage at the union hall and he as Communist-inspired, directed and
Harry Bridges, district president
side of the boat at the corner of left for New York.”
Both King and Murphy were in for the Pacific Coast of the ILA
executed because Alberts vigorously
“When King got back from San opposed communism and radicalism volved last April in a “murder plot” got his two-bit’s worth of publicity
the deck house, diagonally across
from where Sackowitz was waiting. Diego I told him that Wallace had on his ship.
they claimed had been engineered, with the^statement that the arrests
The ship’s delegate pointed out Al been in town and King darn near
against them by Ivan Hunter of were “obviously a frame-up.” “The
fainted,
”
Murphy
declares.
“
He
went
“
Can
’
t
Un-ring
Bell
”
bert’s stateroom.
Chicago, executive secretary of the significant part of the whole thing
“A little later I heard some noise white as a sheet and said that Wal
Conner, after he had been visited International Seamen’s Union, at is that it came at a time when
from the direction of the chief en lace was a menace. He said, ‘He by radical defense attorneys, at that time in San Francisco on busi negotiations are in progress for the
gineer’s room and then I heard a ought to know better than to come tempted to repudiate his confession, ness for the organization—and one renewal of waterfront working
man groan—‘Ah-ah-ah.’ I was not back here.’ He wanted to know but it will be used in the trial of that appropriately “back-fired.”
agreements,” he added.
able to see anything because of my what was the matter with the guy the case, Warren says. “You can’t
And long before the nature of the
Their charges against Hunter
position in the passageway. Sacko and asked ‘is he crazy?’ And he un-ring a bell,” said Hoyt, referr were dismissed after it was shown evidence against the accused men
witz ran down the passageway and suggested it might be a good thing ing to Conner’s signed confession. that the case was a “frame-up” by was made public the ILA Publicity
said: ‘Get out quick; beat it.’ He to get—if something happened to “The confession will be used in the waterfront radicals to discredit Committee, headed by Harry
waved his hand and I could see Wallace, because he was a menace.” prosecution. The case is complete, Hunter and that it had been planned Schmidt, an accredited Communist,
Wallace says he hung around except for the capture of the fugi
blood on it.
in consultation with Harry Bridges, denounced the arrests of “Brothers”
“We all left the ship and met 300 New York for some time and, not tive Sackowitz. The prosecution will radical head of the Longshoremen, King, Murphy and Ramsey as a
or 400 yards away in the shipyard. hearing from King, hopped a freight be based on the four confessions after King had paid $50 to James W. diabolical plot hatched in the minds
There were Sackowitz, the sailor, train and returned to San Fran and will stress the fact that the Al
Neill, a marine fireman, for an affi of unscrupulous persons to destroy
the two men from the Arctic and cisco. Again he did not find King, bert’s murder was inspired and exe
davit concerning the “conspiracy.” our unions.” The same crowd has
he
says,
but
a
member
of
the
union
myself. The delegate stayed aboard.
cuted by Communists.”
King and Murphy were indicted by since denounced “Brother” Murphy
Sackowitz told us all to scatter and of whom he inquired told him not
the
grand jury on charges of per and Guidera as “stoolpigeons” in
to go near King, that the officers
“Tip-Off”
said: ‘Well, that finishes that’.”
jury after investigation of the hoax the employ of the enemies of or
were still working on Alberts case.
Wallace, Murphy and Guidera
ganized labor.
Slayers Flee East
testified freely and fully before the
Labor’s Stand
Wallace says he returned to San
grand jury. King and Ramsey both
Taking cognizance of charges and
Francisco and that evening Sacko
declined to testify, on advice of
counter charges that have been
witz #nd the sailor came to his
counsel.
made in the case, the San Fran
hotel room gave him $10 Sacko
It was Guidera’s “tip-off” to Dis
cisco Labor Council on September
witz told him had been sent by
trict Attorney Warren, after he had
4, adopted a resolution calling upon
King for expense money, and told
learned about the case from
members of organized labor “to re
him to get out of town.
Statement of EARL WARREN,
Statement of FRANK J. CONNER,
Murphy, his room-mate, that set
main calm and deliberate in their
District Attorney
“Finger Man”
Wallace described in detail sev
the officials on the right track to
speech and actions, pending a fair
eral weeks of wandering about the
ward solving the murder mystery.
and impartial trial.”
HIS is not a case against Guidera, according to his statement,
country, beating his way on freight
HE killing of Alberts was
“Organized labor has never coun
trains. He said he met Sackowitz
union labor, but rather one had for some time been a bitter op
not the work of legitimate tenanced nor condoned such con
and the sailor in Salt Lake City, in
against certain murderous andponent of the King-Bridgesunion men, but of communistsduct (violence) and stands for law
racketeering individuals who Schmidt radical elements in the
Chicago, Detroit and New York,
the ranks of labor. Legitimate and order,” the resolution stated.
each time by appointment and each
have, through similar tactics, Maritime Federation of the Pacific in
men do not believe in ‘beef “It recognizes that violence brings
time traveling alone. He said that
forced themselves into positions and for a while, he admitted, he union
squads
’ and don’t want them.
discredit upon and is detrimental
in New York Sackowitz reported
of power among a group of attempted to hold his knowledge of
“
The
Alberts murder was the to the forward progress of the cause
to Communist Party headquarters
honest workers.
• King’s guilt over his head as a
Tens of thousands of union threat to compel King to modera work of a handful of communists of union labor.”
and went to work on the pickc^Jine
Speaking at the meeting of the
who are trying to ruin the Ma
to get free board and lodging. Wal
labor men in this state will re tion in Federation meetings.
rine Firemen, Oilers, Watertend Council, Harry Bridges, leader of
joice that this case has been
lace said he was afraid to do that
ers and Wipers’ Association, the Longshoremen and bosom
and returned alone to San Fran
Leaders At Outs
cleared up, and if it had not been
which is one of the finest organi friend of King’s, charged that King
cisco.
for the assistance given by the
“King and I had battled over
zations in the country.
and Ramsey had been “framed by
conservative
and
law-abiding
ele

his
communistic
activities
in
labor
Confides In Murphy
employers’ stool pigeons.”
“
I
am
not
a
communist
and
I
ment of the Marine Firemen’s
and I told him I knew about the
Wallace says he started to look
don’t want to associate with
Association the crime never
letters Murphy had been getting
up King but found he was out of
them. They are not interested in
would have been solved.
from Wallace and said that what
town, attending the Maritime Fed
better wages or better conditions
It was a paid assassin’s job,
I wanted was peace. I told King
eration convention in San Pedro.
for seamen. They are only inter
and the basis of the plot was
the price for those letters Murphy
He met Murphy, King’s assistant,
ested in constant turmoil.
communistic. The man who em
had
was
peace. King agreed to
who here apparently entered the
“Finally the chairman introduced
ployed the assassins was Earl
“One communist on a ship will
those
terms
and
I
asked
him
why
story for the first time, and dis
King, communistic head of the
get the whole crew down. I Harry Bridges,” says the August 3
did
he
get
Sackowitz
and
Wallace
cussed the situation with himx told
Marine Firemen’s local union.
would leave any ship that had issue of Pacific Weekly, radical
to do the Alberts job. King an
him he was a member of the “beef
The assassins were George Wal
more than two of them aboard, magazine published by Carmel reds
swered
that
those
were
the
only
squad” which had been sent by
lace and Ben Sackowitz, who ac
because it would mean just con and pinks. “The house was a bed
two
men
he
had
for
the
job
at
King to “tap up” Alberts and that
complished the terrible crime
tinual trouble for everyone dur lam as everyone stood, cheered,
the time.”
in the fracas they had “gone a little
through the assistance of E. H.
ing
the entire cruise. Even and whistled, and many raised their
The only discrepancies in the four
bit too far and had killed him,” and
Ramsey. George Wallace, one
though
there are only a few com right clenched fist in tribute to the
statements in possession of the
said he was anxious to contact King
of the actual murderers, has
munists
aboard, those who op fiery leader of the Maritime Fed
are those phases of Con
because, not having heard from him
confessed his part in the crime authorities
pose them are likely to get their eration of the Pacific. The ovation
ner
’
s
confession
that
contradict
por

during his flight, he was “a little
and has testified fully before the tions of Wallace’s in which, as the heads knocked off when they go lasted all of three minutes. It was
doubtful whether King was going
a fitting tribute to San Francisco’s
grand jury.
ashore.”
officials already suspected, Wallace
to double cross him or not.” “I’ll
militant and popular labor leader.’

Party Nucleus

“Not a Labor Case
But Communist
Plot”

T

“Reds Interested
In Turmoil
Only”

T

Comrade Bridges Gets
The Communist Salute
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RADICALISM RAMPANT ON WATERFRONT
Agitator Succeeds in RED PLAN FULL Red Influence Seen
Tying Up Liner
OF DYNAMITE In Deadlock With
for Six Days
Longshoremen
SAYSBAKER
OW RADICALISM run riot is disrupting the shipping in
dustry on the Pacific Coast has had few better illustra
tions than t’aat of the case of the Dollar round-the-world
cruiser President Hoover, which was held up nearly six days at
its pier in San Francisco in a dispute over the hiring of one man.
The ship finally sailed shortly after noon Thursday, September
10, after a delay that cost its owners more than $50,000.

H

Following the ship’s last trip and
on completion of his contract, one
seaman by the name of Charles
Brenner was paid off and discharged
with the rest of the deck crew by
the Dollar Line. When the crew
signed on for the new trip the firm
refused to employ him, on the
grounds that he had been insubord
inate and a disturbing factor. The
Sailors’ Union of the Pacific coun
tered that Brenner was the victim
of “discrimination” because, as un
ion delegate of the ship, he had
accused the master of a violation of
safety regulations at sea. The dead
lock over his rehiring brought on
the strike.
The Hoover sailed for the orient
under exactly the same terms and
conditions insisted upon by the em
ployers six days before. Captain
George Yardley, veteran skipper,
was in command of a full union
crew furnished by the union in strict
conformity with the arbitration
award. All but three members of the
ship’s original crew were aboard.
Replacements were obtained for
Brenner and for two other sailors
who failed to show up. No agree
ments or concessions, other than to
re-open negotiations looking to
ward a new agreement, were made
by the employers, either with the
Sailors’ Union or any other mari
time group. The employers stood
firm on their right under the award
to select their own employees with
out interference of any kind, insist
ing that any grievance arising under
the award should be dealt with as
provided therein.
The trouble on the Hoover,
fundamentally, was the result of a
determined campaign of maritime
unions, all of them headed by notor
ious radicals and some of them by
Communists, to destroy discipline
on American merchant ships—a
campaign to nullify the authority of
the master and other officers and
substitute for it rule by the crew.
In addition to the monetary loss—
and $50,000 is not chicken-feed these
days—is the larger intangible cost
which can only be estimated. The
ship carried many important pass
engers, many with urgent business
engagements in the orient. She car
ried a large quantity of United
States mail, including salary checks
for government employees in orien
tal ports. While the Hoover lay
strike-bound at the pier, foreign flag
ships were coming and going on
regular schedule without difficulty.
It is significant that only one foreign
ship has ever been molested here.

Radical Paper
Planned for
Seattle

HE penetrating advances that
IRECT negotiations between the International Longshore
communist groups have made
men’s Association and the committee representing the
into American political and social
Waterfront Employers’ Association and the Pacific
institutions endanger the whole fab
ric of the nation’s life, says Alonzo American Shipowners’ Association are at an impasse. The radi
L. Baker, Republican nominee for cal leadership of the ILA apparently has no intention of agree
Congress from the Eighth district. ing with the employers on any modifications or changes in the
Baker, in a series of addresses, 1934 award and evidently plans to allow the agreements exist
giving his analysis of the “immi
ing during the past two years, and which have been constantly
nence of Communism in the United
violated during all of that time, to go by default, throwing the
States,” said:

T

D

“A great many Americans ap
pear to believe that if we keep the
communists and other like radicals
in America from advocating the
overthrow of the government by
force we will have them stymied.
“That fools many people. Com
munists here will not speak right
SSERTEDLY aimed at sup
out and say that our constitu
planting the Seattle Post-In tion and government must go the
telligencer, Hearst daily newspaper
way of Spain and Russia by
suppressed for more than a month bloody revolution. Most of them
by a picketing mob, a new radical have a far more subtle way of at
paper will shortly be launched in tack on America.
Seattle, according to announce
“The communistic doctrine of
ments by Prof. Richard G. Taylor demanding abolition of private
of the University of Washington, property, instead of being the mild
head of an organization sponsoring socialistic doctrine it sounds like,
the publication.
is dynamite of the greatest ex
Harvey O’Connor, former editor plosive power.
of the People’s Press and connected
“When the right of private
with the Federated Press, radical property is taken away, every
news service, has been announced government built upon American
as editor. He lived in Moscow, principles will fall to pieces, and
Soviet Russia, for a long period and the communist knows that, and
was engaged there in flooding the that is his objective.
United States with communistic
“The communist is working
propaganda.
under a strategem and a camou
The paper is being organized with flage in the United States, but it
the aid of Anna Louise Strong, edi means the destruction of our en
tor of an English language daily tire economic and social setup,
in Moscow and prominent Com just as if they had openly at
munist. Miss Strong and Morgan tacked the government directly
Hull, Pacific Coast organizer of the by force as they have done
radical American Newspaper Guild, abroad.”

A

entire waterfront labor problem open for a free-for-all after
October 1.
Call for Vote Unanimous

After several weeks of fruitless
discussion, in which the employers
asked that any changes proposed by
either side be decided by arbitra
tion, the ILA has at last consented
to allow its members to vote on
the question. The shipowners as
long ago as July 29, pledged them
selves to arbitrate any and all is
sues not settled by direct negotia
tion.
Grave doubt exists that the prop
osition will be favorably received by
the longshoremen, however, because
the statement that called for the
referendum vote was so vituperative
as to effectively “dare” any mem
ber of the union to vote in favor of
it. Among its mildest “warnings”
were those that the employers are
seeking to destroy the union and
“bring back starvation standards of
living prevailing before the 1934
strike.” The statement sounded as
if it were written by the chief venom
slinger of the Western Worker.

Want to Make Award Work

Longshoremen in San Francisco,
Portland and Seattle will vote on
the question and it is not expected
that results will be announced offi
have been announced as on the
promotion board of the proposed
cially until the end of the week.
daily. The new paper will not be
The employers’ committee is not
officially a Communist organ, it is
dissatisfied with the award of 1934,
understood.
it has announced, but “the award
has not worked as it was intended.
We have had countless difficulties
under it. We want to make the
ITH the arrest of two men award work, not change it.” All
attempting to hoist the Red
Hammer and Sickle flag on a flag
pole in front of the Christian Sci
ence church at Franklin and Cali
pparently just to show fornia streets on the morning of
their true colors and keep in September 7, San Francisco police
believe
they nipped in the bud a
practice as agitators and trouble

makers, a dozen students of the communist plot to have the red flag
ecause of the growth of
University of California, members flying from many poles throughout
Communism in the country and
of the communist-controlled Ameri the city on Labor Day.
Reds succeeded in hoisting the
the declaration by Communists
can Student’s Union, started picket
ing the Woolworth store on Shat communist flag on the home of a general strike that threatened to
tuck avenue in Berkeley, September Joseph A. Moore, state harbor com tie up the entire country and pro
missioner and president of the vide a civil war like that in Spain,
10.
As announced by the pamphlets Moore Drydock Company, at 2 Greece has joined the roster of
they distributed their purpose was West Clay Park, while the family Europe’s dictatorships.
General John Metaxas on August
to test Berkeley’s anti-picketing was out of town.
Arrested at the church were Ted 5 became dictator of Greece’s 6,ordinance and start a campaign for
Jones,
40,
who
refused
to
give
his
750,000 people, under and with the
its repeal. The test landed them in
jail, where bail was set at $20 each, address, and Joe Marshall, 22, of approval of King George II. He
after police officers approached each 355 Sixth street. The men had sev had learned that Communists had
picket', read the provisions of the eral other red flags with them when declared a general strike in the
Athens area and at Piraeus, the
ordinance and requested him to arrested, police said.
port of Athens, in protest against
move along.
a government decision to enforce
There were three girl students,
compulsory arbitration of all labor
10 youths, one 14-year-old boy, and
disputes. As premier, he called an
five members of the Warehouse
emergency cabinet’ meeting, and
men’s union picked up in the test
TRIVING to curb radicalism drafted the decrees, which declared
case.
and Communistic tendencies on martial law, dissolved Parliament,
ictator Joseph stalin
college campuses, editors of papers
postponed elections indefinitely and
of the Soviet Union was re
in various Jesuit colleges through mobilized all workers in essential
ported on September 6 as critically
out the country joined to form a services, such as railways, in order
ill as the result of a heart ailment,
new college press association dur^- that, called to the colors, they would
according to the French radical
ing a three day conference in Cin be directly under government con
paper Le Peuple. It was said that
Nine hundred thousand recruits cinnati August 20-22.
trol. ’ Strong guards were posted
his condition is surrounded with were ordered into the Soviet Red
Editors of twenty-four Jesuit col
strict secrecy in fear that the com Army on September 1, on a draft lege papers will work concertedly about public utilities and all soldiers
munist opposition might precipi which, while of a routine nature, for Catholic action. The organiza and police not on guard duty were
tate a civil war. Stalin’s heart served to bring the army’s strength tion will be known as the Jesuit held ready for action. The threat
ened general strike did not mater
trouble has caused fear that he may to 1,600,000, a net increase of 300,- College Press Association.
ialize.
die at any time, and is the reason 000. The entire class of 1914—men

Red U. S. Students
Arrested For
Picketing

W

A

Greece Turns To
Dictatorship
Against Reds

B

Jesuit School Press
To Fight Communism

Stalin Is Stricken
With Heart Attack

D

Reds Try To Fly
Communist Flag
Labor Day

Soviet Increases
Red Army 300,000

behind the widespread purge of op born in that year—was called to
position elements throughout the the colors as a regular seasonal
Soviet Union, Le Peuple stated.
measure.
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Communism Is Hit
Even Hand Kissing
By British Labor
Is Taboo In Russia
COMMUNIST plans for a united
^popular front in Great Britain
received scant encouragement from
organized British labor when the
68th Trade Union Congress opened
in Plymouth September 7. Five
pages of the congress report were
devoted to an outspoken attack on
communist tactics. For nearly 20
years, it was claimed, a campaign to
subvert the British labor movement
has been pursued and subsidized by
Russian money.

major modifications sought by the
employers are directed toward cor
recting a cardinal deficiency in the
awTard—the utter lack of any means
of enforcing the award or decisions
of arbitrators rendered under it. Ir
responsible leadership, and in many
cases deliberate bad faith, have
made attempting to get along with
the ILA practically hopeless. Any
clause of the award or any decision
of an arbitrator that they do not
happen to like is deliberately
ignored, and the employers have no
remedy.
Trouble Brewing
The air is thick with rumors and
misinformation. A vicious whisper
ing campaign recently started along
the waterfront is directed both at
employers and union leaders urging
peaceful settlement of their diffi
culties. These rumors, coupled with
the sensational arrests for the mur
der of Chief Engineer George Al
berts of the Point Lobos, are being
used to stir maritime workers to a
high emotional pitch.
Finding
themselves unable to cope with facts,
union leaders are seeking to arouse
emotional support of their followers.
All the maritime union publica
tions are full of “strike talk” and
urging “union solidarity.” The Com
munist Western Worker and the
radical “Voice of the Federation”
are both apparently doing their best
to hamper any settlement until it
shall be too late to prevent another
general waterfront strike after Octo
ber 1.

Spain Sets Up A
New “Soviet”
Government
ITH the sudden resignation of
the radical cabinet of Premier
Pereira, a still more radical cabinet
of
headed by Caballero was organized
to take the reins of Spanish govern
ment on September 4 and plans for
the establishment of a Soviet state
were reported under way.
Caballero, extreme left-wing so
cialist, appointed two communists to
cabinet posts, Vincente Uribe as
minister of agriculture and Jesus
Fernandez as minister of education.
The new regime is committed to a
“war of extermination” against the
insurgents and a program of revolu
tionary social changes approximat
ing a Soviet state.
Jose Giral Pereira, the resign
ing Premier, who remained in the
new cabinet without portfolio, an
nounced:
“The grave situation precipitated
by duration of the civil war now
raging in Spain induced the govern
ment to resign in favor of a regime
which should embrace all popular
front parties and which should have
the maximum weight with working
classes throughout Spain.”

W

Left Wing Parties
Boost Campaign Funds

“Charged with kissing his sweet
heart’s hand, Peter Khrepko had to
seek the intervention of Moscow
today to get back into a technical
school at Kizil Orda, Kazan repub
lic,” according to an Associated
Press dispatch September 4, which
explained: “He was accused of
resurrecting feudal and aristocratic
traditions. The girl, Serezhechina,
was forced to 'wash off all traces of
the feudal-aristocratic gesture’ from

The Communist and Socialist
parties will spend during the present
national election campaign more
than double the amounts invested
in their respective candidates in the
1932 presidential contest, campaign
headquarters of both parties dis
closed early in September.
The Communist party has fixed
$250,000 as its national campaign
fund as compared with $100,000 in
1932; and the Socialist expect to
raise $100,000, an anticipated in

her hand.”

crease of $76,000.

